This paper improves state-of-the-art on-line trackers that use deep learning. Such trackers train a deep network to pick a specified object out from the background in an initial frame (initialization) and then keep training the model as tracking proceeds (updates). Our core contribution is a meta-learning-based method to adjust deep networks for tracking using off-line training. First, we learn initial parameters and per-parameter coefficients for fast online adaptation. Second, we use training signal from future frames for robustness to target appearance variations and environment changes. The resulting networks train significantly faster during the initialization, while improving robustness and accuracy. We demonstrate this approach on top of the current highest accuracy tracking approach, tracking-by-detection based MDNet[39] and close competitor, the correlation-based CREST [46] . Experimental results on both standard benchmarks, OTB[53] and VOT2016 [29] , show improvements in speed, accuracy, and robustness on both trackers.
Introduction
Visual object tracking is a task that locates target objects precisely over a sequence of image frames given a target bounding box in the initial frame. In contrast to other object recognition tasks, such as object category classification and detection, in visual object tracking, instance-level discrimination is an important factor. For example, a target of interest could be one particular person in a crowd, or a specific product (e.g. coke can) in a broader category(e.g. soda cans). Therefore, an accurate object tracker should be capable of not only recognizing generic objects from background clutter and other categories of objects, but also discriminating a particular target among similar distractors that may be of the same category. This challenge invites applying powerful deep-learning-based approaches, but these in turn pose difficulties in the tracking setting where speed is of the essence and very few training examples are provided Code: https://github.com/silverbottlep/meta_trackers for a target. This paper will present a meta-approach to alleviating these issues in state-of-the-art trackers.
Going back to the current state of the art in tracking, in order to carefully distinguish the target from background and distractors, the main stream of object tracking methods have been based on online target appearance modeling [12, 46, 39, 9, 21, 34, 26, 7] . The target model, e.g. DCF(discriminative correlation filter) or binary classifiers (the object vs backgrounds), is obtained at the first frame, and the model is continuously updated to be well-adapted to target appearance variations over time. With the recent emergence of powerful generic deep representations, recent top performing trackers are now leveraging the best of both worlds: deep learned features and online adaptation methods. Offline-only trained trackers with deep learning have also been suggested, with promising results and high speed, but accuracy has fallen short compared to state-of-the-art online adaptive trackers [6, 20, 48] . We believe this may be due to their inability to finely discriminate specific instances in videos.
A common practice to combine deep learning features and online adaptation is to train a target model on top of deep learned features, pre-trained over a large-scale dataset. These pre-trained features have proven to be a powerful and broad representation that can recognize many generic objects, enabling effective training of target models to focus on the specified target instance. Although these type of approaches have shown the best results so far, there remains several important issues to be resolved.
First, most state-of-the-art trackers spend a significant amount of time on the initial training stage [39, 9, 46] . Although many works have proposed fast training methods [21, 9] , this still remains a bottleneck. In many practical applications of object tracking, such as surveillance, real-time processing is required. Depending on the application, falling behind on the initial frame could mean failure on the whole task. On the other hand, an incompletely trained initial target model could affect performance on future frames, or in the worst case, result in failures on all subsequent frames. Therefore, it is highly desirable to obtain a robust target model very quickly at the initial frame.
Another challenge lies in the fact that, in the tracking setting, we have very few training examples. In the initial frame, we are given a single sample. In subsequent frames, trackers collect additional images, but many are redundant since they are essentially the same target and background. Using pre-trained generic deep learned features, which are known to be very robust and highly discriminative, may alleviate this issue. However, a target model trained on top of them sometimes suffers because it overfits to the background clutter, small parts or features of the target, or noise. Furthermore, recent trends toward building deep models for target appearance [39, 46] make the problem more challenging since deep models are known to be vulnerable to overfitting on small datasets. Many recent studies have proposed various methods to resolve these issues. Some include using a large number of positive and negative samples with aggressive regularizers [39] , factorized convolution [9] , spatio-residual modules [46] , or incorporating contextual information [38] .
In this work, we propose a generic and principled way of tackling these challenges. Inspired by recent meta-learning (learning to learn) studies [13, 40, 2, 43, 32] , we seek to find a generic initial representation for trackers that enables quickly fitting the target model at the first frame. In addition, we also propose to automatically learn fast and robust gradient directions in place of using hand-designed optimization algorithms and regularizers [40, 2, 32] . Thanks to recent efforts to collect a large-scale video detection dataset [42] , we can mimic an actual tracking scenario during the meta-training process.
Our proposed technique can be applied to any learning based tracker with minor modifications. To show the effectiveness of the proposed technique, we select two stateof-the-art trackers, MDNet [39] , from the classifier based tracker (tracking-by-detection) category, and CREST [46] , a correlation filter based tracker. Experimental results show that our meta-learned version of these trackers can adapt very quickly-just one iteration-for the first frame without losing accuracy (in contrast to 10 to 30 in the original papers). Note that this is done even without employing some of the hand engineered training techniques, sophisticated architectural design, and hyperparameter choices of the original trackers. This improved performance is due to our proposed meta-training process. In short, we present an easy way to make very good trackers even better without too much effort, and demonstrate its success on two different tracking architectures, indicating potentially general applicability.
Related Work
Online trackers: Many online trackers use correlation filters as the back-bone of the algorithms due to its computational efficiency and discriminative power. From the early success of the MOSSE tracker [7] , a large number of variations have been suggested. [21] makes it more efficient by taking advantage of circulant matrices, further improved by resolving artificial boundary issues [11, 15] . Many hard cases have been tackled by using context information [55, 38] , short and long-term memory [35, 23] , and scale-estimation [10] , just to name a few. Recently, deep learning features have begun to play an important role in correlation filters [46, 12, 9, 34, 50, 39, 30] . On the other hand, tracking-by-detection approaches typically learn a classifier to pick up the positive image patches wrapping around the target object. Pioneered by [26] , many learning techniques have been suggested, e.g. multiple instance learning [3] , structured output SVMs [19] , online boosting [18] , and model ensembles [4] . More recently, MD-Net [39] , with pre-trained deep features and a deep classifier model, achieved significantly higher accuracy. Offline trackers: Several recent studies have shown that we can build accurate trackers without online adaptation [6, 48, 20] due to powerful deep learning features. Siamese-style networks take a small target image patch and a large search image patch, and directly regress the target location [20] or generate a response map [6] via a correlation layer [14] . In order to consider temporal information, recurrent networks have also been explored in [25, 16, 17, 54] . Learning to optimize: Meta-learning, also known as learning-to-learn, is an emerging field in machine learning and its applications. Although it is not a new concept [44, 45, 22, 49] , many recent works have shown very promising results along with deep learning success. [2, 8, 52, 31] attempted to replace hand-crafted optimization algorithms with meta-learned deep networks. [40] took this idea into few shot or one shot learning problem. It aimed to learn optimal update strategies based on how accurate a learner can classify test images with few training examples when the learner follows the strategies from the meta-learner. Instead of removing existing optimization algorithms, [13] focuses on learning initialization that are most suitable for existing algorithms. [32] further learns parameters of existing optimization algorithms along with the initialization. Unlike approaches introduced above, there also have been several studies to directly predict the model parameters without going through the optimization process [5, 51, 54] . 
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Update α 17: end while tered on the target. Aggressive regularizers and fast optimization techniques are adopted to quickly train and be robust for target variations and environment changes. Then, the initially trained trackers are used to predict the target location in subsequent frames. Predicted target locations and images are stored in the database, and the models are regularly updated with collected data according to their own strategies.
A key motivation is how to incorporate these actual tracking scenarios into training process. The eventual goal of trackers is to predict the target locations in future frames. Thus, it would be desirable to train the trackers with this eventual goal. For example, we could build more robust target models or prevent them from overfitting to the cur-rent target appearance if we could look at target appearance variations in future frames. We can take a step back and observe trackers running on videos, see if the trackers generalize well, and find a reason why they are not fast, and adjust adaptation procedure accordingly.
A general on-line tracker
This formulation of online tracking is made general in order to apply to a variety of trackers. Consider the key operation in a tracker,ŷ = F (x, θ), that takes information x from a frame and the tracker parameters θ and produces an estimateŷ of the label, e.g. a response map or a location in the frame. For initialization, on a frame x 0 with specified y 0 , we (approximately) solve for θ 1 (x 0 , y 0 ), or θ 1 for brevity, with respect to a loss, L (F (x 0 , θ 1 ) , y 0 ). For updates during tracking, we take the parameters θ j from frame j − 1 and findŷ j = F (x j , θ j ), then find θ j+1 with respect to a loss that may incorporate transformingŷ j into a specific estimate of the target location as well as temporal smoothing, etc. Given a video sequence S = {(x j , y j )}, combining initialization that finds θ 1 for x 0 with specified y 0 and tracking for n subsequent frames with updates, we denote the estimate after frame x n as (ŷ n , θ n+1 ) = Track (θ 1 (x 0 , y 0 ), x 1 , . . . , x n ) and may drop the second output for brevity.
Meta-training algorithm
Our meta-training approach has two goals. One is that initialization for a tracker can be performed by starting with θ 0 and applying 1 or a very small number of iterations of a learning step M parameterized by α. Another goal is that the resulting tracker be accurate and robust on later frames.
The gradient-descent style update rule M is parameterized by α:
where α is the same size as the tracker parameters and is element-wise product. This form of meta-update function was also suggested in [32] , and we found it simple and effective in our setting. Our meta-training algorithm to find a good θ 0 and α by repeatedly sampling a video, performing initialization, then applying the learned initial model to a frame slightly ahead in the sequence, and back-propagating to update θ 0 and α. Applying the initial model to a frame slightly ahead in the sequence has two goals, the model should be robust enough to handle more than frame-to-frame variation, and if so, this should make updates to θ during tracking fast as well if not much needs to be fixed.
After sampling a random starting frame with ground truth, (x j , y j ), from a random video. We perform optimization for initialization starting with θ 0 0 = θ 0 . A step of optimization proceeds as
This step can be repeated up to a predefined number of times T to find, θ 1 (x j , y j ) = θ T 0 Then, we randomly sample a future frame j + δ and evaluate the model trained on the initial frame on that future frame to produce:
The larger δ, the larger target object variations and environment changes are incorporated into training process. Now, we can compute the loss based on the future frame and trained tracker parameters. The objective function is defined as
We used the ADAM [27] gradient descent algorithm to optimize. Note that θ 0 and α are fixed across different episodes in a mini-batch, but θ 1:T 0 is changed over every episode. To compute gradients of the objective function w.r.t θ 0 and α, it is required to compute higherorder gradients(the gradients of function of gradients). This type of computation has been exploited in recent studies [36, 37, 13] . We can easily compute this thanks to recent automatic differentiation software libraries [1] . More details are explained in Algorithm 1.
In this work, we mainly focus on obtaining robust θ 1 very quickly by using meta-learned θ 0 , α. For the rest of the tracker parameters, θ 2:N , we used ADAM optimization algorithms with pre-defined learning rates. In current experiments, applying α to obtain θ 2:N did not give any further improvement. We could also learn update rules for subsequent frames with similar meta-training algorithms, e.g. α 2:N . We leave it as future work. 
MetaTrackers
In this section, we show how our proposed meta-learning technique can be realized in state-of-the-art trackers. We selected two different types of trackers, one from trackingby-detection based trackers MDNet [39] , and one from correlation filter based trackers, CREST [46] .
Meta-training of tracking-by-detection tracker 4.1.1 MDNet
MDNet is based on a binary CNN classifier consisting of a few of convolutional layers and fully connected layers. In the offline phase, it uses a multi-domain training technique to pre-train the classifier. At the initial frame, it randomly initializes the last fully connected layer, and trains around 30 iterations with a large number of positive and negative patches (Figure 2 ). Target locations in the subsequent frames are determined by average of bounding box regression outputs of top scoring positive patches. It collects positive and negative samples during the tracking process, and regularly updates the classifier. Multi-domain pre-training was a key factor to achieve robustness, and they used an aggressive dropout regularizer and different learning rates at different layers to further avoid overfitting to current target appearance. Without these devised techniques, we aim to obtain robust and quickly adaptive classifier solely resting on our proposed meta-learning process.
Meta-training
In our proposed meta-training framework for MDNet, an input x j ∈ R N ×D is a set of image patches and y j ∈ {0, 1} N is the corresponding labels, where D is size of the patches and N is the number of patches. Then, F (x j ; θ) becomes the CNN classifier, and the loss function L is a simple cross entropy loss. Label shuffling Although a large-scale video detection dataset contains rich variation of objects in videos, the number of objects and categories are limited compared to other still image datasets. This might lead a deep CNN classifier to memorize all object instances in the dataset and classify newly seen objects as backgrounds. In order to avoid this issue, we adopted the label shuffling trick, suggested in [43] . Every time we run a tracking episode, we shuffle the labels, meaning sometimes labels of positive patches become 0 instead of 1, negative patches become 1 instead of 0. This trick encourages the classifier to learn how to distinguish the target objects from background by looking at current training examples, rather than memorizing specific targets appearance.
Meta-training of CF based tracker 4.2.1 CREST
A typical correlation filter objective is defined as follows.
, where f is the correlation filter, x is a cropped image centered around the target, and y is a gaussian shaped response map. The cropped image is usually larger than the target object so that it can provide enough background information. Once we have the correlation filter, target localization at the next frame is simply finding the location that has the maximum response value.
They [46] claimed that it is unlikely that a single layer correlation filter can generate accurate response maps. By reformulating the correlation filter as a one-layer convolutional layer, it can be effectively integrated into an CNN framework. This allows us to add new modules easily, since the optimization can be nicely done with standard gradient descent algorithm in end-to-end fashion. They inserted spatio-temporal residual modules to avoid target model degradation by large appearance changes. They also devised sophisticated initialization, learning rates, and weight decay regularizers, e.g. 1000 times larger weight decay parameter on spatio-temporal residual modules. Without any of suggested techniques, we aim to learn a robust single layer correlation filter via proposed meta-learning process.
Meta-training
Similarly, an input x j ∈ R 3×H×W is a cropped image centered around the target. Then, the label y j ∈ R h×w is the corresponding ground truth response map, where H, W are 4 times larger than h, w after two max-pooling operations. F (x j ; θ) consists of a CNN feature extractor, a 1x1 convolution for dimensionality reduction(explained in next subsection), and a correlation filter layer. CREST is also a stateless tracker, so Track(θ, x j+1 , . . . , x j+δ ) is simply F (x j+δ ; θ). And, the loss function L is defined as ||y j − F (x j ; θ)|| 2 . Although it can be easily plugged into the meta-training framework, there remains two important issues to be resolved. Canonical size initialization The size of the correlation filter varies depending on the target shape. We could resize all objects to the same size and same aspect ratio. However, it will introduce distortion of the target and has been known to degrade recognition performance [33, 41] . In order to fully make use of the power of the correlation filter, we propose canonical size initialization θ 0 and learning parameter of meta-update function α. As depicted in Figure 4 .2, we share a global initialization for every tracking episode and its size and aspect ratio is calculated as a mean of the objects in the training dataset. At the initial frame, we warp the canonical size initialization to the specific target object, θ 0 0 = Warp(θ 0 ). We used differentiable bilinear sampling method [24] . Meta-learning dimensionality reduction CREST used PCA to reduce the number of channels of extracted CNN features, from 512 to 64. This not only reduces computational cost, but also it helps to increase robustness of the correlation filter. PCA is trained at the initial frame and used for the rest of the sequence. This gives rise to similar issue as aspect ratio problem. We seek to find a global initialization of the correlation filter for every object, but PCA changes the basis for each different sequence. Similar to the warping trick, we meta-learn how to reduce the dimensionality reduction. We used simple 1x1 convolution, and the weights are jointly trained during the meta-training process along with the correlation filter initialization.
Experiments

Experimental setup
OTB(Object Tracking Benchmark) [53] : It consists of 100 fully annotated video sequences. Two evaluation metrics are commonly used, bounding box overlap(IoU-intersection over union) and center location distance. The precision plot represents how many times the distances of center locations between our predictions and ground truths are within predefined threshold(from 0 to 50, interval 1). The success plots show how many times the IoUs are within pre-defined threshold(from 0 to 1, interval 0.05). We used the one pass evaluation(OPE) with two standard metrics, and the overall score is defined as area-under-the-curve. VOT2016(Visual Object Tracking Challenge) [29] : It contains 60 videos(same videos from VOT 2015 [28] ). The main difference from OTB is the evaluation metrics. Unlike one-pass evaluation, the trackers are automatically reinitialized once it drifts off the target: zero overlap between predicted bounding box and the ground truth. In this resetbased experiments, three primary measures have been used, (i) accuracy, (ii) robustness and (iii) expected average overlap(EAO). The accuracy is defined as average overlap during successful tracking periods. The robustness is defined as how many times the trackers fail during tracking. The expected average overlap is an estimator of the average overlap a tracker is expected to attain on a large collection of short-term sequences(The more details in [28] ). Dataset for meta-training: We used a large scale video detection dataset [42] for meta-training both trackers. It consists of 30 object categories, which is a subset of 200 categories in the object detection dataset. Since characteristics of the dataset are slightly different from the object tracking dataset, we sub-sampled the dataset. First, we picked a video frame that contains a target object whose size is not larger than 60% of the image size. Then, a training video sequence is constructed by sampling all subsequent frames from that frame until the size of the target object reaches 60%. We ended up having 718 video sequences. In addition, for the experiments on OTB dataset, we also used an additional 58 sequences from object tracking datasets in VOT2013,VOT2014,and VOT2015 [29] , excluding the videos included in OTB, following MDNet's approach [39] . These sequences were selected in the mini-batch selection stage with the probability 0.3. Similarly, we used 80 sequences from OTB, excluding the videos in VOT2016 for the experiments on VOT2016 dataset. Baseline implementations We selected two trackers, MD-Net [39] and CREST [46] . The authors of MDNet provide two different public source codes, written in MATLAB and python, respectively. We used the latter one(written in python, called it as pyMDNet) for meta-training. Note that overall accuracy of pyMDNet is lower than MDNet on OTB(.652 vs .678 in success rates with overlap metric). For fair comparison, we compared our MetaSDNet to pyMDNet. For CREST, we re-implemented our own version(written in python) based on their code(written in MAT-LAB), and we used this version for meta-training. Meta-training details In MetaSDNet, we used the first three conv layers from pre-trained vgg16 as feature extractors. During meta-training, we randomly initialized the last three fc layers(θ 0 ), and used Adam as the optimizer with learning rate 1e-4. We only updated the last three fc layers for the first 5,000 iterations and trained all layers for the rest of iterations. The learning rate was reduced to 1e-5 after 10,000 iterations, and we trained up to 15,000 iterations. For α, we initialized to 1e-4, and also used Adam with learning rate 1e-5, then was decayed to 1e-6 after 10,000 iterations. We used mini-batch size N mini = 8. For the meta-update iteration T , larger T gave us only small improvement, so we set to 1. In MetaCREST, we randomly initialized θ 0 and also used Adam with learning rate 1e-6. For α, we initialized to 1e-6, and learning rate of Adam was also set to 1e-6. N mini = 8 and meta-training iterations was 10,000(at 50,000 iterations, the learning rate was reduced to 1e-7). We used same hyper-parameters for both OTB and VOT experiments. For other hyper-parameters, we mostly followed the ones in the original trackers. For more details, please refer to the open source code.
Experimental results
Quantitative evaluation
Quantitative results on OTB are depicted in Figure 4 . A comparison(CREST-65 vs MetaCREST, other comparisons will be provided in supplementary materials) of individual sequences are also presented in Figure 5 . Both of MetaSD-Net and MetaCREST outperformed their baseline counterparts(pySDNet and CREST-Base) by a significant margin in both precision and success plots. Ours also outperformed their advanced models, pyMDNet with specialized multidomain training and CREST with spatio-temporal residual modules. In terms of tracking efficiency, ours requires only one iteration to get close to maximum performance at the initial frame. We also tried more than one iterations, but the performance gain was not significant. For MDNet, it takes 30 iterations to converge at the initial frame as reported in their paper, and fewer iterations caused serious performance degradation. This confirms that getting a robust target model at the initial frame is very important for subsequent frames. For CREST, performance drop was not significant as MDNet, but it was still more than 10 iterations to reach to its maximum performance. MDNet updates the model 15 iterations for subsequent frames at every 10 frames regularly(or when it failed, meaning its score is below a predefined threshold). Surprisingly, only one model updates in subsequent frames of our model(MetaSDNet-01-01) also outperformed its baseline(pySDNet- .
We also made a great improvement on VOT2016. Table 1 and 2 show quantitative results on VOT2016. In VOT2016, EAO is considered as the main metric since it consider both accuracy and robustness. Our meta-trackers, both MetaSDNet and MetaCREST, consistently improved upon their original trackers. The fact that we have a good initialization and gradient update directions at the initial frame, had a great influence on the entire tracking process, which resulted in performance improvement on both robustness and EAO metrics. Note that our technique do not change any other factors in the original tracking algorithms, e.g. scale estimation, which might affect the performance of precise localization. Therefore, the accuracy performance remains about the same as the original tracker since this metric computes the average overlap by only taking successful tracking periods into account.
Tracking time
We reported the wall clock time speed at the initial frame in Table 3 and 4, on a single TITAN-X GPU. As we mentioned earlier, MDNet requires many positive and negative patches, and also many model update iterations to converge. A large part of the computation comes from extracting CNN features for every patch. MetaSDNet needs only a few train- 1 We reported the result from the original paper Table 1 . Results of MDNet trackers on VOT-2016. EAO(expected average overlap) -0 to 1 scale(higher is better), Accuracy -0 to 1 scale(higher is better), Robustness -0 to N(lower is better). The numbers in legends represent the number of iterations at the initial frame. We ran each tracker 15 times and reported averaged scores following VOT2016 convention. real-time processing. For subsequent frames in MDNet, model update time is of less concern because MDNet only updates the last 3 fully connected layers, which are relatively faster than feature extractors. The features are extracted at every frame, and they are stored in a database, and used for the model update for every 10 frames. Therefore, the actual computation is well distributed across every frames. MetaSDNet also achieved better and on-par performance with only one iterations in subsequent frames. We believe it could be improved by meta-learning update rules for subsequent frames. We will leave it as future work. In CREST, in addition to feature extraction, there are two more computational bottlenecks. The first it the convolutions with correlation filters. Larger objects means larger filters, and more computations. We reported average time across all 100 sequences. Another heavy computation comes from PCA dimensionality reduction processed at the initial frame. It also depends on the size of the objects. Larger objects lead to larger center cropped images, features, and more computation in PCA.
EAO Accuracy Robustness
Performance at the initial frame
We also showed the performance of loss functions at the initial frames to see the effectiveness of our approach(in Table  3 and 4). We measured the performance with learned initialization. After initial training, we measure the performance on the first frame and 5 future frames to see generalizability of trackers. MetaSDNet achieved very high accuracy after only one iteration, but accuracy of pyMDNet after one iteration was barely above chance(the chance is 50% and all negative prediction is 75% accuracy since sampling ratio was 1:3 between positive and negative samples). The effectiveness is more apparent in the CREST tracker. Meta-learned initialization without any updates gave already close performance to CREST-05. In original CREST, they trained the model until it reaches a loss of 0.02, which corresponds to an average 65 iterations. However, its generalizability at future frames is limited compared to ours(.053 vs .298). Although this is not directly proportional to even- tual tracking performance, we believe this is clear evidence that our meta-training algorithm based on future frames is indeed effective, as also supported by overall tracking performance (Figure 4 ).
Visualization of response maps
We visualized response maps in MetaCREST at the initial frame( figure 6) . A meta-learned initialization should be capable of learning generic objectness or visual saliency. At the same time, it should not be instance specific. It turns out that is the case. The second column in Figure 6 shows response maps by applying correlation filters to the cropped image(first column) with meta-learned initialization. With-out any training, it already generates high response values on some locations where there are objects. But, more importantly, there is no clear maximum. Right after one iteration, the maximum became apparent located at the center of the response map. In contrast to MetaCREST, CREST consumes more iterations to produce high response values on the target.
Conclusion
In this paper, we improved upon two state-of-the-art trackers by learning fast and robust online adaption via meta-learning approach. Experimental results have shown the importance of initialization and learned update rules on the standard object tracking benchmark. We also achieved significant tracking speed-up at the initial frame, which will be very useful in many practical applications. The proposed technique is also very general so that many other trackers can benefit from it. We showed this is indeed the case by applying to two different types of trackers.
We focus on learning good initialization and gradient direction for every arbitrary object. Although we showed it adapts very well to specific instances after one model update iteration, we believe initialization and learning rules also should be conditioned on the target(e.g. θ 0 (x), α(x)). There have been a few studies in this direction [40, 5, 54] and we hope this will further improve on current metatrackers.
Other than target appearance modeling that is the focus of this paper, there are many other important factors in object tracking algorithms. For example, when or how often to update the model [47] , how to manage the database [9] , how to define the search space, and so on. These hyperparameters are sometimes more important than target appearance modeling. We believe that the principled ways of handling these tracking strategies can be effectively performed by learning-based approaches. Figure 11 . More visualizations of response maps in CREST: Left three columns represents the image patch at initial frame, response map with meta-learned initial correlation filters θ0, response map after updating 1 iteration with learned α, respectively. The rest of seven columns on the right shows response maps after updating the model up to 15 iterations.
A. Comparisons of individual sequences on OTB-2015
